## Media, Self and Society Curriculum

**Fall 2024**

### Semester 1
- **CPMS 100:** Colloquium I  
  1 cr
- **CPMS 225:** Analyzing Media Practice Through Theory (SCIS, DSHS)  
  3 cr

### Semester 2
- **CPMS 101:** Colloquium II  
  1 cr

### Semester 3
- **CPMS 200:** Colloquium III  
  1 cr

### Semester 3 or 4
- **CPMS 230:** Internship; or  
  1-3 cr
- **CPMS 240:** Service-Learning; or  
- **CPSP 359S:** Discovery Research (DSSP)

### Semester 1, 2, 3, or 4
- Supporting Course (var. Gen Ed)  
  3 cr
- Supporting Course (var. Gen Ed)  
  3 cr

### Supporting Courses
- Select from list of approved courses
- Two courses (total: 6–8 credits)
- Students may petition an alternative course. Such a petition must include rationale for the selection of the course, how the course will enrich understanding of Media, and how learning in Media will enrich understanding of the petitioned course. Students should consider petitioning any I-Series course that contributes to the deepening of your Scholars theme.
- May be fulfilled through AP, transfer, or examination credit granted by the University’s Registrar’s office.

### Supporting Course Options
- ANTH 260 (DVUP)
- CMSC 122 (DSSP) or higher
- ECON 200 or 201 (4 cr) (DSHS)
- ENGL 240 or 241 or 243 or 244 (DSHU)
- GVPT 105 or 170 (DSHU)
- HESP 120 (DSHS)
- HIST 200 or 201 (DSHS)
- LING 200 (DSHS)
- SOCY 100 or 105 (DSHS)
- PHIL 140 (DSHU)
- PSYC 100 (DSNS/DSHS)
Scholars in Media, Self and Society must register for the following:

1. **College Park Scholars Colloquium I: Media, Self and Society**
   
   CPMS 100  Section 0101  M 2:00-3:00  1 Credit

2. **Analyzing Media Practice Through Theory**
   
   CPMS 225  Section 0101  TuTh 12:30-1:45  3 Credits

3. **Supporting Course (optional for first semester)**
   
   Note: students enrolling in **ENGL101** for the first semester are encouraged to select a Scholars-only section, designated **ENGL101S**. These meet in the Cambridge Community Center and provide the opportunity to complete a course with peers in other Scholars programs.

**Need more information?**

Alison Burns (aburns93@umd.edu) – 301-405-2399
Carole Lee (clee123@umd.edu) – 301-405-2399
Jeany Cadet (jcadet1@umd.edu) – 301-314-1522